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TurkeyPointCEm Resource

From: Jason 'Great White' (Shark: Earth & Beings Rights Person) 
[greatwhitescanesdolphinsheat@gmail.com]

Sent: Friday, May 08, 2015 12:48 PM
To: TurkeyPointCOLEIS Resource
Subject: Comment about The NRC Study & Findings of FPL Wanting 6 & 7 Nuclear Reactors

I hope the you & your colleagues are un-biased & have enough integrity & complete enough 
with your science to come to the stronger conclusions against FPL wanting  6 & 7 Nuclear 
Reactors, because you have also factored in, along with Global Warming flooding where 
Turkey Point resulting in even greater damage to people's health & tourism, that: 

When FPL (& the nuclear power industry) claims they are either 'Green' or Carbon Free or Low 
Carbon Foot Print they are lying, 

Germany (The Western European country with the most cloud cover) that gets so much of the 
power  from solar energy that they are decommissioning nuclear power plants, with the aim of 
having none. The information out there that Germany uses more International Corporations' 
Coal than they are using solar power (making the only way their program of providing 
mortgage type loans for all their home owners to have the chance to own & use solar panels is 
able to work) is also a lie. I have read & heard from sources (I trust) that the only reason they 
use non-solar power & wind energy is because they & The EU already had established trade 
deals, with other countries. 

The very source of nuclear power has to be dug out of the ground, through huge mines & has 
to be transported over states to the nuclear power plants. As I believe PFL representatives 
said, not just the one time they start a new nuclear reactor or/and a nuclear power plant, but 
regularly to replace the spent source. Plus, since the nuclear waste that is created cannot be 
safety stored, the transporting & attempting to safely store the nuclear waste has a huge cost 
in terms of global warming & our world's environment.  
 
--  
Thank you, 4 your time & patience in reading my E-Mail,  

(I stay as formal as I am addressed 2, so please stay informal) Jason ‘Great White’ (If you have problem 
with nickname, then please ask first & stereotype last; Shark: Vegan, Bicyclist & Beings Rights Person), 
Community of Redland (farmers fighting Nurseries, Surrounding Cities, County & Developers 2 keep 1 
OF MOST PROFITABLE farming areas in USA) 

  

I'm a: 

Professional animals, humans & homes sitter, 

Elections day worker, 

Trying 2 become an inventor/entrepreneur*, 
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Trying 2 find a Co-Op organic & sustainable Fruit & Vegetables Farm, Market & hopefully, feeding the 
hungry & educating the children, 

And ride my bicycle everywhere.   

  

*Like Politics &/or card & board games 

I'm creating The Civic Game: 

See if you & your fellow players can create & maintain most successful political party or country, within 
The Civic Game, 

Expansion cards for adding more than 1-country & ambassadors, 

If you can't create & maintain most successful political party or country, within The Civic Game, then 
you & your fellow players can create their own version of The Civic Game. 

Great tool 4 understanding politics & finding a love 4 politics & its importance 2 be involved in, 

*Like PC &/or video gaming football? 

I'm creating The G.reat W.hite's F.ootB.all A.ssociation: 

Yearlong football schedule, using brand new FootBall game & demo, will be on The Internet, ?Kingston, 
WA’s OR Miami, FL’s MPCs?, 

Own franchises, programs, teams, Watch their games & events, customize their 
players/owners/fans/employees, mentor younger owners, GW’sFBA’s merchandise, 

?Like Playing Football outside?, ?The GW’sFBA outside the PC? In the far future The GW’sFBA may 
be creating a real world football association. 
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